
The MA Times
NEW YEAR, NEW HEAD! 

MA WELCOMES MRS MUNNIK

By Daniel W. - Y9

 

Our return to MA in January was marked by a big change: the arrival of a new headteacher.

Daniel W. posed some of our burning questions to Mrs Munnik. Here is what he found out: 

 

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?

"I was born and raised in South Africa. I am married and have 3 children (15, 12, and 4 years

old respectively)."

 

Were you always set on being a headteacher? (Careers wise)

"No, I always wanted to work with animals and was planning on working in an aquarium

after I finished my degree. My hope was to be working with dolphins and whales at

'Ushaka Marine World' in South Africa."

 

How was your transition to the school?

"I am loving every minute so far. The staff, students and parents have been incredibly

welcoming, and I could not have asked for a warmer welcome to our MA community."

 

If you could change one thing in the school, what would it be and why?

"I would like us to offer additional creative subjects like photography, media studies and

graphic design. MAS provides students with a modern, stimulating learning environment

so it is therefore such a shame that we are not tapping into the creative side of the

curriculum with a wider breadth of subjects to choose from. By offering more creative

subjects, we will not only help students develop their learning and foster creativity, but we

will also widen their experiences and open up new horizons and opportunities to discover

talents, passions and hobbies that they may never have considered before."

 

If you could give one piece of advice to the students, what would it be and why?

"Never stop learning. School can teach you many things, but the world has knowledge

that extends beyond classrooms."

 

What is your biggest inspiration?

"My family. They bring out the best in me. They show me all aspects on how I should live

my life through our faith, experiences like education, parenting, and work ethic. My

family's past experiences also teach me how to live my life the best way possible and not

to take anything in life for granted."
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ABOVE: Welcome, Mrs Munnik!

Eight goal thriller sends Year 

7 boys into quarterfinals!

On the 16th January the Year 7 boys football team hosted an important Surrey Cup game

against Oxted School. The boys started the game strong, putting Oxted under immense

pressure as they looked for the opener. However, it was the opposition that took a 2-0 lead

against the flow of the game. Matthew Arnold was able to pull one back as they kept control

of the game but went into half time behind.

 

Soon into the second half, the boys scored the equaliser with Harry K scoring a spectacular

half-way line screamer! The game had become a tense stalemate of tremendous football until

Matthew Arnold scored to make it 3-2. The score was then tied again from Oxted through their

determination on the ball. Reaching the final minutes of the game, Matthew Arnold scored

one more, filling the air with suspense and excitement. Yet it was Oxford that got the final

laugh of normal time as they equalised yet again with only minutes to go; a devastating blow.

 

Penalties loomed from around the corner as neither team was able to go ahead in extra time.

The standard of penalties was extremely high with MA scoring 4 out of 4 penalties, meaning

Oxford had to score their last. However, hero Antoni M in goal kept his nerves and denied

Oxford their goal, sending the team through to the quarterfinals against Weldon School.

Huge congratulations to the Year 7’s for showing resilience and determination throughout.

Special shoutout to Harry K who scored three goals, well done team!

By Noah B.

& Haruki A.

- Y10
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“A book about a gay modern prince, 
pitched with all the dark, shady vibes 
of Gossip Girl? You don’t need much 

more to gain my interest. I am a 
royalty fanatic at this point.” 

- Charlie, Goodreads

daisy's BOOK 
reviews

Hello, my name is Daisy A. and I am in Year 10. In this section of the Matthew 

Arnold Times I will be reviewing some of my favourite books. Enjoy! 

 

Title: The King Is Dead 

 

Author: Benjamin Dean 

 

Date of publication: July 7th, 2022 

 

Summary: Being put in the spotlight as the first black heir to throne from day 

one, 17-year-old Prince James’ father unexpectedly dies. It’s up to him to put 

his personal life and royal life into scale. How will he do it when his boyfriend 

suddenly disappears? What about the royal family’s private lives? Who has 

been leaking their deepest, darkest secrets?  

 

Why I enjoyed it: I enjoyed ‘The Kind is Dead’ as it showed the internal 

struggle of a teenage boy trying to balance his personal and work life, along 

with a relationship. This could be related to real life as it represents the 

struggle of teenagers today with trying to balance their home life with their 

school life with their social life, which can often feel demanding. This book was 

a perfect demonstration of a teenager’s internal struggle and was an overall 

emotional ride. 

 

Why I recommend it: I would recommend this book as it’s an easy read and is 

the perfect book for a rainy day, which are often in England’s winters. It was 

the perfect mix of sadness, joyfulness, and intrigue. This book is very engaging 

and keeps the reader’s hold. This book is perfect for all years across the 

Matthew Arnold School and is a great book for those just getting into reading! 

 

For more information click on this link: 

https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/58459287

Travel Diary: Türkiye
By Zoya M. - Y10

Have you ever met one of your teachers on holiday? Well I have! My English teacher Miss Khan and 

myself met between two of the most famous mosques in the world; the Blue Mosque and the Hagia 

Sophia, in Istanbul, Turkey.

 

Currently, the Blue Mosque is being reconstructed and repaired, but if you go inside, it is beautiful. This 

is an iconic place which should be at the top of your travel bucket list!

 

The second mosque is the Hagia Sophia and the atmosphere inside is so beautiful! It is packed with a 

lot of people and myself and Miss Khan were among some of the first people to enter the Hagia Sophia 

as a mosque in eighty years. It was built over 1,500 years ago as an Orthodox Christian cathedral. It was 

converted into a mosque after the Ottoman conquest in 1453. In 1934, it became a museum and now it 

has returned into a world, well-known mosque.

 

During the evening and/or night, lights sparkle above the mosques with beautiful messages, and the 

call of the azaan can be heard in the surrounding city (a call to prayer), which make it a mesmerising 

and magical experience.

 

There are a lot of things to do in Turkey and trust me, you won’t get bored!

There is a park in Istanbul called Gulhane park and it is astonishing! Inside the park there a beautiful 

flowers which fully blossom during April - May time and I was lucky enough to experience it.

 

There are a lot of ways to explore Turkey; the most popular mode of transport is by metro, which is 

round about 5 Turkish Lira. You put the money on a metro card and you can use it on the metro as well 

as the bus. The best part of travelling on the metro is that you are within the city, so can enjoy the scenic 

views. The tracks for the metro run on the very road the cars use;  one can experience every part of 

Istanbul, not just the outskirts.

 

If you’re hungry on your travels, don’t worry there is plenty of food around. The most traditional dish is 

kebabs, and they are absolutely incredible. But I have a certain favourite. Near the Gulhane park, there is 

a restaurant called Ikram’s and their chicken doner shawarma is impossible to do justice using words! A 

sharwarma consists of doner, vegetable chips and sauce all wrapped up in bread. If you are ever around 

Ikram's, I highly recommend this place, you can’t see Istanbul and not try their chicken shawarma.

Above: The Turkish flag. 

 

Below: The Hagia Sophia 

mosque, Istanbul, Turkey.
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One sang in a hard rock band, one created their own 

social media network, and one has seven siblings!

Meet the Year 7 Tutors...
We have interviewed three Year 7 tutors and they have told us some surprising facts about themselves that you may

not know. We have interviewed Mr Bonilla, Mr Vieira, and Mrs McClatchey.

 

By Jakob S., Nathan O'S. and Kasjan K. - Y7

Mr Bonilla 
– Teacher of Computing, Tutor of 7N

Q: How is it to tutor Year 7?

 

A: “Tutoring Year 7 is a big responsibility, but

I enjoy it, most students show good

behaviour and it’s a good experience.”

 

Q: How long have you taught for?

 

A: “I have taught for 3 years and have been

computer programming for 8 years.”

 

Q: Have you designed any web program?

 

A: “I have created my own version of My

Space – a social media network.”

Mr Vieira 
- Teacher of History and Geography, Tutor of 7A 

Q: How is it to tutor Year 7?

 

A: “I am very proud; Year 7 are energetic and intelligent students

and it’s a well-rounded year group.”

 

 

Q: How long have you taught for?

 

A: “I have worked for 7 months as a teacher but 6 years in

education.”

 

 

Q: Do you have a crazy fact about yourself?

 

A: “I am one of 8 children; my mother is one of 12 children, and my

grandmother is one of 21 children.”

 

 

Q: Have you been on any historical trips?

 

A: “I went to Auschwitz, which is the largest concentration camp,

and I went to India to retrace the steps of my great grandfather.”

Q: How is it to tutor Year 7?

 

A: “I love to tutor Year 7, and I especially

enjoy teaching the literacy and oracy

sessions.”

 

Q: How long have you taught for?

 

A: “I have taught for 9 years.”

 

Q: Do you have a crazy fact about yourself?

 

A: “I used to be the lead singer of a hard rock

band.”

 

Q: Do you have any pets?

 

A: “No, but I used to have a rescue

greyhound named Shadow.”

Mrs McClatchey 
– Teacher of Maths, Tutor of 7R 
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A Snippet of 7xEn1's Poetry...

Year 7 Poetry Corner
We have been exploring poetry in English this term. Here is a small snippet of some of 7xEn1's poetry.

 Collated by Jessica C. - Y7

A Poem About love
– Jessica C. - Y7

A new chapter unfolding,

2 hearts now moulding,

One on a knee,

One full of glee.

 

Vowes being exchanged,

The lives forever changed,

Anniversaries and Valentine’s Day,

Or parties in the middle of May.

 

Paths opening,

Life unrolling,

Roses and a card,

Love isn’t too hard.

 

A box full of hope,

Then a test which doesn’t say nope,

A balloon full of pink and blue,

It’s time to welcome something new.

Butterflies flew around the green trees,

While thousands of small leaves danced,

You could hear the swarms of bees,

As baby lambs pranced,

Winter was gone, tucked away,

But everyone knew it would return one day,

 

Months went past and summer arrived,

The sun grew more hot,

Kids broke up for summer break,

And a holiday is what they got,

Water grew short meaning a drought,

But no one cared a bit,

All the adults wanted was a cocktail in hand,

While they went to sit.

Moon
– Amelie B. - Y7

The Seasons
– Evie G. - Y7

The moon, 

so bright and cold,

It’s gone so soon,

But its story is told,

A chunk is gone each night,

Swallowed by space,

It shines bright,

Spinning in its place,

I like to gaze up at it,

The moon always sits.

The wind,

Is a wonderful wind,

But also furious.

 

The wind swept the flowers as it went by,

It gently touched the faces of children running by

It made calming sounds as it went by,

The wind is wonderous and wonderful at night,

It should not give you a fright,

Be calm and comfortable,

So still,

And you can hear the wind near the windmill.

The Wind
– Charlotte D. - Y7
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Miss Lockhart: “ACTING” This Whole Time? The Truth

STAFF SPOTLIGHT
We caught up with Miss Lockhart for a Vogue-style

interview. Read on to find out more about the

enigmatic Head of Drama and her impressive twenty-

three year tenure at our fine institution.

 

By Evan L., Hushmeet N., and Krish S. - Y10

 

The 'Staff Spotlight' section of The MA Times will shine a

spotlight on a different member of staff every half term,

bringing you insight into their career, personal life, and

views. We hope to tap into the wisdom and personalities

of the broad spectrum of staff that we see everyday, but

may not have the time to really get to know. 

 

On Thursday 27th of January we decided we would

interview Ms Lockhart to get insight on her experience

of working at Matthew Arnold for over twenty years . The

interview began at Miss Lockhart's busy lunch duty spot

on the ground floor. Students wandered to and from the

lunch queue, meeting friends and munching away on

their lunches as we posed our first question...

 

Evan, Hushmeet, and Krish: "Which subject do you

despise the most?"

 

Miss Lockhart: “Well, this is a hard question but if I really

had to pick it must be between Maths, History, and

Geography. Don’t get me wrong - the teachers are

amazing, but when I was younger, I really despised and

struggled with these subjects.”

 

Evan, Hushmeet, and Krish: "Which subject is your

favourite?"

 

Miss Lockhart:  “Obviously Drama, but apart from that

English and Religious Studies have got to be my

favourite.”

 

Miss Lockhart was an English teacher before moving

into the Drama department. This didn't come as a

surprise to us as both subjects are closely related and

require us to use similar skills across both disciplines.

 

We were most intrigued and awed by Ms Lockhart's

long commitment to the school, leading to the

following question...

 

Evan, Hushmeet, and Krish: "How have you stayed

motivated to teach for so long?"

 

Miss Lockhart: "Well it’s been twenty-three years! I have

really enjoyed it - at first I wanted to become an English

teacher, then Head of Year, then a Head of a subject and

now I’m here.”

Miss Lockhart has demonstrated the power of

setting yourself new challenges and working

hard to be the best you can in any role you take

on. A truly amazing career journey marked by a

commendable dedication to MA!

 

Evan, Hushmeet, and Krish: "Since being here for

twenty-three years, you must have seen a lot of

things occur, especially the transition from the

old building to this new one..." 

 

Miss Lockhart: "It felt like a part of me went with

that old building - I was very fond of the old

school and all the memories made there."

 

Evan, Hushmeet, and Krish: "What would you

change about our school?"

 

Miss Lockhart: "Refurbishing the Drama studio

exterior. I feel it would be beneficial due to young

actors being able to pursue their dreams and

knowing they were in a Drama studio; although

to some people it's just a Drama studio, to others

it can be a castle, a house, a mansion a space

station whatever the pupil's mind desires."

 

Upon asking for key highlights of working at

Matthew Arnold and what advice she would give

our student readers, Miss Lockhart had the

following to say:

 

Miss Lockhart: "Highlights: the friendly, amazing

staff. Also Drama as it introduces new creativity, 

and of course, I cannot forget the students in this

school are amazing.”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drifting away from school topics, we decided to

ask Miss Lockhart about more personal activities,

which led to the shocking revelation that she

enjoys thrill seeking activities.

 

Miss Lockhart: "I have been sky-diving and have

jumped out of a plane. This was one of the most

exciting activities I have done - it will always be

memorable. Although it was honestly really

nerve-wracking, I feel I have accomplished a lot.” 

 

Thank you to Miss Lockhart for allowing us to

interview her and sharing her wisdom. What an

inspiring life and career!

ABOVE: In Greek theatre

the actors all wore

exaggerated masks to

communicate character.

These were made of wood

or leather and amplified

the voice so that actors

could be heard in the

immense Greek

amphitheatres. The

symbol often used to

represent drama, two

masks, one depicting

tragedy and the other

depicting comedy, was

inspired by Greek theatre.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE: Miss Lockhart,

Head of Drama, Year

8Tutor, Student Voice

facilitator and dedicated

Staines Rotary Club

member.

"My advice would be to work hard, achieve 
more than you thought possible, and always 
dream big - have multiple ambitions.”
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Parents/Guardians Should 

Monitor Their Child’s Phone Use Careers

On the other hand, it is a complete invasion of privacy.

Teenagers especially, want their messages to be kept

private and unseen by parents. This can also be

extremely harmful to LGBT+ teens who have come out

to their friends and could possibly be outed to their

family. This is very problematic as their parents could be

homophobic/transphobic. Teenagers use their phones

as a shield from their parents, they release their

emotions through them. Children nowadays are taught

from a young age about online safety and who and who

not to trust so will most likely know how to be safe.

 

In my opinion, phones should only be checked through

if that child is in danger or is below the age of about 11.

Teenagers have a lot of secrets and a lot of gossip. As

long as they are being safe online, which they probably

are and as long as you establish rules with your child

and you trust them, there is no need to search their

phones.

 

Food for thought: At what age did you own your first

mobile phone? Are you happy with your relationship

with your device? Are you happy with your phone use?

M.A. Alumni: Where Are They Now? 

By Samuel B. - Y9

 

In this section, I will be speaking to alumni

of the school.

 

The first alumni I interviewed was my

brother Alex Bailey, now seventeen years

of age.

 

Alex Bailey – Former M.A Student

 

"Since my time at Matthew Arnold came

to an end, I have been studying Business,

History and Politics at Strodes College, of

the Windsor Forest Group.

 

One thing I would say to secondary school

students is to revise, because no matter

how much you think you remember, there

will always be something you forgot.

 

Secondary school will have its ups and

downs but it’s important to remember to

not forget about your future. I still don’t

know what I want to be when I’m older so

if you also feel you also have no idea about

what you want your future profession to

be, pick a wide range of subjects for your

options. I would also recommend

speaking to someone for help.

 

'How do I become an 

Orthodontist?'

By Marley H. - Y10

 

What is an orthodontist?

Orthodontist is a dentistry specialty that addresses

the diagnosis, prevention, and correction of mal-

positioned teeth and jaws, and misaligned bite

patterns. It may also address the modification of

facial growth, known as dentofacial orthopaedics.

Abnormal alignment of the teeth and jaws is very

common.

 

What qualifications do you need?

An orthodontist must first complete a 5 year dental

undergraduate programme at a university dental

school. After a few years of clinical practice and

acquiring higher qualifications (F.D.S. or M.F.D.S.)

they apply to attend a three year full time

orthodontic specialist training programme, which

leads to the M. Orth. You must contain A levels which

one A is a grade 8.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

What is the hourly and yearly salary?

An Orthodontist earns averagely £96,695 a year. That

is without pay rises, being kind but strict and

employer of the month so on. The maximum they

can get a year is £160,000. They averagely make

£64.59 an hour. The minimum a person can work is 2

hours. The legal time someone can work is 8 hours at

a minimum. A day of working 8 hours you would

earn £516.72.

 

What does an orthodontist do?

The reason behind this is that

orthodontists  specialise in issues regarding the

alignment of teeth and improving a patient's “bite”.

Orthodontists can essentially be considered as

dentists who specialise in teeth alignment. They will

usually provide most of the services of a general

dentist practitioner as well.

 

What is the difference between an orthodontist

and a dentist?

Orthodontists and dentists  both help patients

improve their oral health, but in different ways.

Dentistry is a broad medical specialty that deals with

the teeth, gum, nerves, and jaw, while orthodontics

is a specialty within dentistry that focuses on

correcting bites, occlusion, and the straightness of

teeth.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See the following sources for more information:

British Orthodontic Society:  Careers advice 

for GCSE and A level students:

 

 

Indeed: How To Become an Orthodontist:

 

The age at which children are being given their own

mobile phones decreases year upon year, with

children as young as primary-school-age now owning

their own devices. How can parents/ guardians

monitor this phone usage without placing too many

restrictions on their children?

 

By Samuel B. - Y9

 

On one hand, you would want to keep your child safe

online and especially at a young age you want to keep

them out of danger. You may also want to see who they

are messaging and what kind of content they are

viewing. Some content is highly inappropriate for

younger children and could damage them if exposed to

it. Many parents see viewing their child’s phone as

perfectly alright as they most likely purchased it so

technically it is theirs.

‘Alumni’ is a term that

refers to people who

previously studied or

worked somewhere.

"I thank all of the staff at
Matthew Arnold for a constant
strive for happiness and for
giving me such a great time
there."

Strodes College: 

https://www.wind

sor-

forest.ac.uk/strod

es-college.html

https://www.bos.org.uk/Portals/0/Public/

docs/Careers/tgg2.pdf

https://uk.indeed.com/career-

advice/�nding-a-job/how-to-become-an-

orthodontist
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The Importance of Wellbeing

WELLBEING
By Kitty Z. - Y8

 

Wellbeing is a very important part of our lives.

Our metal well-being affects our live , often and

we should try to maintain a healthy wellbeing as

it could help use in the long run in life. We

should not just have a good metal health but

have a good physical heath as its also very good

for you , take time to focus on yourself

sometimes you need to start focusing on your

well being. Give yourself some time to relax and

don’t stress yourself out. Though working hard

is good and trying to strive for your goals is

great but never over work yourself. Sometimes

it is best to get some time off of work and do

something that you’re passionate about.

 

Three ways to have better wellbeing:

 

�. Do something you enjoy. 

�. Try something new. 

�. Listen to music. 

And if you ever feel down, just know you are

likely faring better than Dylan Cook. Word on

the street is that he didn’t get on the Y7 Positive

PARS trip because he’s a trip hazard on the

stairs (!)

The SEND Department

A Quick and Easy Way to 

Improve Your Life

 How many workplace wellness experts does it take to 
change a lightbulb?  

One, but the lightbulb has to want to change. 

By Rebecca S. - Y10

 

Ever wondered if there was a quick and easy way to help

yourself out in so many areas of your life? Well there is and it’s

as simple as just laughing more. In this I will be going through

how it can help you in so many ways.

 

1. Smiling can help relieve stress. By smiling you are activating

your stress response which can help in stressful situations.

Although when you’re laughing your heart rate increases, after

you laugh your heart rate lowers and your muscles relax and your

blood pressure is also lowered.

 

2. It can boost your immune system. Research shows that smiling

increases your immune cells and can help make illnesses less

likely. This can help protect against things such as chest infection

and colds. Research also shows that negative emotions weaken

immune cells and make you more prone to illnesses.

 

3. Laughing can also relieve some pains and aches. Laughing

triggers the release of endorphins, which is the chemical which

makes people feel happy. Endorphins react with the receptors in

your body and reduce pain perception. Your body does the same

thing when you exercise.

 

In conclusion, smiling and laughter can have many health

benefits, laughter is even used as a therapy for some people to

improve their quality of life. So if you’re ever feeling stressed or

anxious remember this simple way to help.

By Millie P. - Y10

SEND is the Special Educational

Needs Department.

 

Spring SEND Superstars

Charlie Buttigieg (Y8) for 100%

attendance and helping with

Homework Club.

Zac Bestall (Y8) for excellent

work this term with sports and

showing enthusiasm in the

classroom.

Millie Parsons (Y10) for starting

her GCSE courses with a smile on

her face.

A Message from Mrs Moore and Mrs Pugh

 

"We are delighted to have this opportunity to

be featured in the first Matthew Arnold

newspaper! We are the SEND Department and

we try to get into as many classes as possible

help the students and help the teachers also.

We look forward to working with you. Please let

your teachers know if you feel you need some

more support in class so we can all work

together to improve your learning experience!"

Notices

SEND Lunch Club 

is open to all SEND 

students, run by 

Mrs Willoughby 

and Miss Pugh.
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Creative Writing: 'The Farmhouse'

Comedy 

Corner

Fun FactsFUN STUFF

Weird & Whacky Sports

By Isobelle N. - Y8

 

This term we will be looking at the very weird sport of 

OCTOPUSH (more commonly know as underwater hockey). This 

is a sport that I  participate in myself...

 

Under water hockey is a less commonly played sport with teams 

scattered around the country. The sport was started in great 

Britain in 1954.  

 

The game is played with a small stick (there is usually one stick 

colour per team so one team will have a black stick and the 

opposition would have a white stick) and a puck.  A player will 

wear swimming attire, flippers, a snorkel and sometimes an 

external mouth guard. 

 

To see more on the sport visit the websites listed below:  

It’s Hockey, But Underwater:

 

 

The British Octopush Association: 

 

 

Free Trials:

 

 

Can you swim?... Then you can play! Clubs throughout the UK 

are running free trials for people who interested in trying 

Underwater Hockey (UWH).

 

There are all kinds of teams available to suit age, gender and 

competitive level, such as Adults, Juniors (Under 13, Under 16 

and Under 19), Women's teams and many clubs that play just for 

fun.

By Sophie G. and Nihita A. 

-Y9

 

Sea otters hold hands while 

they sleep.

 

Some sea snakes can breathe 

through their skin.

 

The wood frog can hold its pee 

for up to eight months.

 

The Barbie doll’s full name is 

'Barbara Millicent Roberts'.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The oldest living person in the 

world is Kane Tanaka of Japan 

– who celebrated her 119th 

birthday in January 2022.

 

The heart of the blue whale, 

the largest animal on earth, is 

five feet long and weighs 400 

pounds.

Why did the man take his 

clock to the vets?

Because it had ticks!

Why do we tell actors to 

“break a leg?”

Because every play has a cast!

By 

Edward 

L. - Y10

What is yellow and goes 

60mph?

A train driver’s egg sandwich!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAukrpTEvZA

https://www.gbuwh.co.uk/

https://www.gbuwh.co.uk/page/underwater-hockey-free-tria

What has been your highlight of the 

school year so far? Why?

 

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

REFLECTION

STUDENT ART

By Dylan R. C. - Y8

 

Far on the back of the rotten and decayed Thompson’s Field in 1990’s 

North America was a small, quaint farm. From the outside, the place’s 

malice and dark past would be quickly masqueraded behind the mask it 

wore of a tiny point of interest to be briefly discussed during countless 

family road trips.

 

But the farm’s shadowy truth was far, far darker.

 

On the back of the field was a tall, rusted and worn metal barn filled with 

decaying hay and pitchforks festering with rust, covered in curious red 

stains. Its doors were swung open, allowing the world to stare into the 

miasmic darkness of its interior, and marvel at the terror and strange 

comfort it brought along.

 

Just in front of the barn was a decrepit, wooden farmhouse that seemed 

to beg to be put out of its misery and be knocked down. But on the 

Thompson Field, no such mercy would be given, not even to the house of 

horrors that was the farmhouse.

The wood was mouldy and dried out by the hot summers sun and buckled 

under its own weight. The windows were shattered and the door slowly 

creaked open in the wind, drowned out by the quiet, foreboding and 

terrifying echo of the chainsaw that once ravaged the field.

 

And that brings this short tale to an end, my readers. These short, sharp 

snippets of horror creativity have been carefully designed over many 

lunchtimes spent with the school newspaper in M21 in the hopes that I can 

spark the imagination and love of horror that fuels me within you, too.

UNSCRAMBLE ME!

Unscramble the following words:

 

condrseoatr tg 

HINT: Something to marvel at...

 

jeubile

HINT: Your Majesty

h

ABOVE:: 'Minimalist Matthew Arnold' by Usman 

U. 

BELOW: 'Matthew Arnold', with original subject-

based typography, by Oliver L. - Y10
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MA DOES 

COUNTDOWN

How many words can you make using the following 

letters?

Guided MindfulnessFUN STUFF

Film Recommendations

By Lauren D. - Y8

 

'Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone' -

2001

Adaptation of the first of J.K. Rowling's popular

children's novels about Harry Potter, a boy who

learns on his eleventh birthday that he is the

orphaned son of two powerful wizards and

possesses unique magical powers of his own.

He is summoned from his life as an unwanted

child to become a student at Hogwarts, an

English boarding school for wizards. There, he

meets several friends who become his closest

allies and help him discover the truth about his

parents' mysterious deaths.

 

'The Internship' - 2013

After old-school salesmen Billy (Vince Vaughn)

and Nick (Owen Wilson) find themselves

downsized, Billy decides that, despite their

complete lack of technological savvy, they

should work for Google. The friends somehow

manage to finagle internships at the Internet

giant and promptly head out to Silicon Valley.

Viewed with disdain by most of their fellow

interns, Billy and Nick join forces with the rest

of the misfit "nooglers" to make it through a

series of competitive team challenges.

 

'The Maze Runner' - 2014

Thomas (Dylan O'Brien), a teenager, arrives in a

glade at the center of a giant labyrinth. Like the

other youths dumped there before him, he has

no memory of his previous life. Thomas quickly

becomes part of the group and soon after

demonstrates a unique perspective that scores

him a promotion to Runner status -- those who

patrol the always-changing maze to find an

escape route. Together with Teresa (Kaya

Scodelario), the only female, Thomas tries to

convince his cohort that he knows a way out.

 

'Encanto' - 2021

The Madrigals are an extraordinary family who

live hidden in the mountains of Colombia in a

charmed place called the Encanto. The magic

of the Encanto has blessed every child in the

family with a unique gift - every child except

Mirabel. However, she soon may be the

Madrigals last hope when she discovers that

the magic surrounding the Encanto is now in

danger.

Always wanted to try yoga, but 

not sure where to start? Click 

here to follow an easy guided 

yoga routine. 

Can you 

reach the 

target 

number in 

the black 

box, using 

each of the 

white cards 

once?

NUMERACY CHALLENGE

COLOURING

"We don't talk about Bruno..."

 

Feeling anxious recently? 

Follow this link for a 

mindfulness meditation. 
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